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What is DeFi?

DeFi is short for Decentralized Finance. Decentralized Finance includes
digital assets, protocols, smart contracts, and dApps built on a blockchain.
Given the flexibility and amount of development, the Ethereum platform is
the primary choice for the DeFi application, but that doesn’t mean it’s the
only blockchain platform.
Think of DeFi as an open financial ecosystem where you can build various
small financial tools and which services in a decentralized manner. Since
these are applications built on a particular blockchain, they can be
combined, modified, and integrated according to your needs. Just like lego!
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What is DeFi Offering?

DeFi is offering you control of your own assets.

Though many new-age banks and fintech firms promise to provide more
control to the users, in reality, you are still trusting them with managing your
funds. The objective of DeFi is to give you full control of your assets, and it
can do that because of decentralization and blockchain technology. Also,
many developers of financial apps are adopting open-source protocols for
trading through decentralized exchanges.
The fact that all protocols are open-source allows anyone to build new
financial products on top of them. Developers across the globe can
collaborate with each other to create new products leading to faster
innovation and a secure network.
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Anyone can store, trade, and invest their assets in blockchain securely and
earn much more in return than from the traditional financial system. Since
there are no intermediaries handling your asset, you have complete control
over your investments.

The DeFi Ecosystem and Its Products

The numerous products involved in DeFi are also collectively referred to as
open finance since it’s an ecosystem where blockchains, digital assets and
open protocols are integrated with conventional financial structures.

The total value locked in DeFi protocols has exceeded the $4 billion mark.
The top 100 DeFi coins by market capitalization have exceeded the $8
billion

mark

in

1

month

and

are

growing

very

fast.

Profit for early investors was incredible. This represents the mass adoption
and a new era for cryptocurrencies, for investors and projects.

What is Allwin DeFi?
AllwinDeFi.com is a decentralized finance (DeFi) farming P2P gaming
platform built on Ethereum blockchain (ERC-20 token standard).
Allwin lets you have the best of both worlds - to save money and the chance
to win a prizes!
Allwin.DeFi gaming platform provides liquidity, play and earn Allwin tokens.
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Allwin token is the native utility token.
There are 4 ways users can earn:

1. Play a game. You have an ability to double tokens in 3 minutes in a
100% fair bet with other players on the Zelwin.Games marketplace. The
number of bets is not limited.

2. Farm. Hold Allwin tokens in the game and farm daily profit proportionally
to the entire gaming platform
3. Passive income. Invite friends via the referral program and receive
passive income from all their bets
4. Buy / Sell packages. The marketing program provides an opportunity to
receive 5% from 1 to 7 levels of the partner's deposit amount.
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Details on each method of earning ALLWIN tokens.
1. Play at Zelwin.Games

The ability to double x2 Allwin tokens in 3 minutes by betting with other
players.

AllwinDeFi.com developed the game and hosted it on the Zelwin.Games
gaming platform. This game is based on a bet between players on the
relative change in the rate of crypto assets in relation to USD in a short
period of time online.

To start playing, you just need to register on the Zelwin.Games gaming
platform and deposit your Allwin balance in tokens or other popular
cryptocurrencies.

Next, you place a bet on any cryptocurrency (for example, Bitcoin versus
Ethereum), and if, in percentage terms, in 3 minutes of the round, your rate
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has risen in price (or decreased in price less) than the rate of your opponent,
then you win double the bet amount, minus the platform commission!

The rounds in which the rates are measured are strictly fixed and
predetermined: every 3 minutes a new round begins and lasts 3 minutes.
20 rounds take place in 1 hour.

Additional Information:
- The number of your bets within 3 minutes is not limited
- You can place bets on different cryptocurrencies at the same time
- The history of all bets is available in your personal account, in the "Results"
column
- The cost of cryptocurrency rates is taken online from open sources, like
Binance, i.e. no algorithms are used
- The commission of Allwin holders on the gaming platform is 5% of the bet.
Example: You bet $ 100 and beat your opponent. You get $ 190.
$ 10 from the losing side is distributed among Allwin holders on the gaming
platform.
- The bet amount can be anything - from $ 1, $ 5 ... $ 500 ... up to $ 5000
- The number of players on the gaming platform is not limited.
- Your balance is displayed in your personal account in real time
- The winnings are accumulated in your individual account, as well as the
rewards for farming and bonuses for recommendation and loyalty
programs.
- Withdrawal of funds can be carried out at any time
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2. Farming ALLWIN

Holders of ALLWIN tokens on the Zelwin.Games gaming platform have a
daily profit from 60% of the platform’s earnings, the remaining 40% go to
the referral program.

How it works, as an example:
1. You buy $ 1,000 worth of Allwin tokens
2. You deposit these Allwin tokens to the Zelwin.Games gaming platform
by replenishing your balance
3. You can make bets on the entire amount of your Allwin tokens, you can
make bets in part, and you can also farm tokens, namely by depositing them
in the “Holder’s Office” in the “Profit” section
4. And now onto the most interesting thing - let's imagine that you have
become an Allwin holder on the gaming platform, along with other 9 holders,
this is how much profit you can get every day:
Let's say a gaming platform earned $ 1,000,000 in 24 hours, excluding
referrals.
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This profit will be distributed between you and the other 9 holders,
according to your investment.

- If all 10 people together with you invested $ 1,000 in farming, then each
of you gets 10% share in farming (Total liquidity pool $ 10,000 = 100% of
farming, 10% = $ 1,000), then each of you on that day will profit from $
1,000,000 x 10% =
$ 100,000 each.
- If you invested $ 10,000, and others (for example, 10 people) invested $
1,000 each, then the profit of the gaming platform will be distributed
according to the percentage of ownership in farming, namely:
$ 10,000 You + (10 other holders x $ 1,000) = $ 20,000 total liquidity pool
Your share in the liquidity pool is 50%.
Your profit from $ 1,000,000 will be 50% = $ 500,000

That is, farming is a more modern and fair form of earning money than
classic token staking.

You do not have any token freezes, there are no restrictions, you can
replenish your balance as many times as you like and withdraw tokens at
any time. Your size and % of earnings in farming depends entirely on the
investments, the more there are, the greater the potential profit. The largest
holders receive the largest percentage, while even the smallest holder also
receives a percentage of the game's profit. WIN-WIN
Don’t forget that you can earn in several ways at once, incl. inviting other
players to the Zelwin.Games platform.
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3. Passive income. Referral program

Bring players using your referral link and take up to 40% of the
platform commission from each bet!

How it works:
1. You can invite anyone you know to the gaming platform Zelwin.Games
using your referral link
2. The referral link is available after registration in the "Profit" section
3. You copy your referral link https://zelwin.games/#YourNumber and
invite your friends to the gaming platform.
4. You start earning from all their rates automatically.
5. Moreover, if your friends bring other players, then you also earn, up to
level 4 inclusive.
6. Suppose User # 1 has registered using your referral link, made a $
1000 bet and won the round. In this case, you get $ 10 (That is, 10% of
the platform's profit). Next, User # 1 invited his friend using a referral link,
let's call him User # 2, who made a $ 2,000 bet and won the round. In this
case, User # 1 receives a referral reward of $ 20, and you also get $ 20
for your referral account. User # 2 is your second level. The system works
similarly up to level 4 inclusive.

Additionally:
- The number of invited friends is not limited.
You can bring an endless number of people to the platform and watch
your earnings grow online.
- The withdrawal of your earnings is available at any time.
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4. Marketing program for networkers

1. The marketing system for network sales managers consists of a linear 7level reward program
2. There are 3 business packages available for purchase with
denominations of $100, $1,000 and $3,000.

Buying a package
- 30% of the funds from the package amount will be returned to your gaming
account in Allwin tokens, which you can multiply by playing with other
platform users.
- You will receive 30% in the form of Allwin DeFi tokens, which can be spent
on the game or stored to receive earnings (farm) from the platform's profit.
- 40% will be allocated to the referral program, which allows you to earn on
the recommendations of the Zelwin.games platform

The marketing program provides an opportunity to receive 5% from each of
the 1 through 7 levels of the partner's deposit amount.

Example:

1. You paid $ 1000 for a business package (for instance) and received $
300 in Allwin tokens for your game balance + $ 300 for farming in DeFi
Allwin tokens
2. Next, you sent your referral link to 5 users, let's call them users # 1, who
registered and also bought packages of $ 1000
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3. In this case, these users are in the 1st line of your marketing structure
and your income will be $ 5000/100% * 5% = $ 250
4. Suppose Users # 1 invited 5 people each through their referral program.
This is your second line, which now has 25 people. Let's call them users #
2
5. Users # 2 are in your 2nd line (out of 7 existing ones) and if you suppose
that each of them paid for a $ 1000 package, your income will be
$ 5000 / 100% * 5% * 25 = $ 6,250
You can simulate similar actions up to level 7

As we said at the beginning, it is easy and interesting to make money
with us without restrictions.
In addition, we have a ready-made product that is already working.
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Allwin Token Details:

ALLWIN
Fixed Supply: 100,000,000 ALLWIN
Max. circulation supply : 100,000,000 ALLWIN
Soft cap : No softcap. Product is ready and operating

Allwin Pre-Sale details:

Minimum Buy: $50
1 Allwin = $0,15 for investments < $1,000
1 Allwin = $0,14 for investments > $1,000
Payment can be made in BTC, ETH, USDT
(*other currencies by request)

Start date: 22th of September, 2020
End date: 25th of September, 2020

Max. available tokens for pre-sale - 70, 000, 000 ALLWIN
All unsold tokens will be listed on DEX (decentralized) and CEX
(centralized) exchanges.
Already reached preliminary agreements with 10+ large exchanges.

Details: Medium.com
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How to buy Allwin tokens on pre-sale?

1. Send your request by e-mail: admin@allwindefi.com
2. Indicate what currency you will pay in and the exact amount
3. We will send you the required wallet
4. After that, you make the payment, send us a confirmation of payment
and your ERC20 wallet
5. We’ll send you the corresponding number of Allwin tokens

SOCIAL MEDIA

Website - https://allwindefi.com/
Game Platform - https://zelwin.games/
Telegram https://t.me/ZelwinGames
Medium: https://medium.com/allwindefi
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DISCLAIMER:
Tokens will not be offered or sold in the United States or to U.S. Persons and other prohibited persons.
Allwin token is purely an entertainment, not an investment. Before purchasing Allwin, you must ensure
that the nature, complexity and risks inherent in the trading of cryptocurrency are suitable for your
objectives in light of your circumstances and financial position. You should only purchase Allwin to have
fun on the blockchain and to use it for online games. Allwin token is an analogue of in-game points, coins
that
allow
you
to
participate
in
games.
Allwin does not promise stable and regular profits, does not promise any guaranteed interest, does not
guarantee a refund. Allwin Buyer does everything at his own discretion and risk.
Many factors outside of the control of Allwin Token will affect the market price, including, but not limited
to, national and international economic, financial, regulatory, political, terrorist, military, and other events,
adverse or positive news events and publicity, and generally extreme, uncertain, and volatile market
conditions. Extreme changes in price may occur at any time, resulting in a potential loss of value, complete
or partial loss of purchasing power, and difficulty or a complete inability to sell or exchange your digital
currency. Allwin Token shall be under no obligation to purchase or to broker to purchase back from you
of your cryptocurrency in circumstances where there is no viable market for the purchase of the same.
None of the content published on this site constitutes a recommendation that any particular
cryptocurrency, portfolio of cryptocurrencies, transaction or investment strategy is suitable for any specific
person. None of the information providers or their affiliates will personally advise you concerning the
nature, potential, value or suitability of any particular cryptocurrency, portfolio of cryptocurrencies,
transaction, investment strategy or any other matter. The products and services presented on this website
may only be purchased in jurisdictions in which their marketing and distribution are authorised.
Allwin DeFi (ALL) WhitePaper v 1.0 Sep. 2020 - Working Draft - Subject to change.
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